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(CNN) -- The General Assembly is set to respond to a constitutional challenge to Texas' ban on same-
sex marriage with debate that could last months. On Thursday, the attorney general's office filed a

motion saying the state law banning such unions was not barred from the ballot because that
proposition had not yet been officially enacted. The motion was accompanied by a case status report
in the case. Lower courts in Texas have previously ruled that proponents of the ban on gay marriage
have not presented enough signatures to place the proposed ban on the ballot. Texas' ban on same-

sex marriage was passed by a referendum vote in 2005. Gay rights activists and lesbian couples
began a court challenge to the state's ban in 2010, arguing that Texas' ban violated the U.S.

Constitution. The Supreme Court of Texas ruled earlier this month that opponents of the ban didn't
have enough signatures to make it on the ballot. This month, the Supreme Court of the United States
agreed to hear the case and asked the Texas court to decide what the state's highest court held. In

response to the court's decision, state Attorney General Greg Abbott has defended the state's ban as
legal, saying in a news release that he was certain the Texas high court would uphold the ban. "The
United States Supreme Court will not overturn the state law unless it overrules past precedent and

defines marriage as a union between a man and a woman," he said. Four states -- Colorado,
Connecticut, Iowa and Massachusetts -- now permit same-sex marriage. Since the Supreme Court

ruled in favor of legalizing same-sex marriage in July, its justices have been swamped with two
appeals asking them to rule on same-sex marriage cases. In September, the court agreed to take up

one case, in which a federal judge in Utah had ruled that states cannot deny same-sex couples a
marriage license. A three-judge panel of the Utah Court of Appeals upheld the ruling of the Utah

judge. The decision of the Utah Appeals Court will be sent to the court on November 5, and likely will
be in place for the court's consideration. Don't Miss In a different case, the Supreme Court of the
United States asked the San Francisco-based 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals to weigh in on the

case of a man who sued his employer because his employer did not permit his same-sex partner to
be considered
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How to fix: 1. Launch a web browser and go to PC Advisor's support page. 2.
Click the yellow button that says, "We'll Fix It". 3. Wait for it to load. Then

follow the onscreen instructions. 1.2: According to the hardware failure can be
improved by the following: Unplug the power supply until the system is cooled

down. Turn off the power to the system, wait for the power supply to cool
down, and then turn on the power supply. Reduce the power consumption of
the CPU by turning off unnecessary hardware components. 1.3: The action

item is to return to step 1.1 and repeat the steps above. Extract the contents
of this archive onto a new flash drive, put it in the computer, and boot off of it.
If this method is not enough for you, follow all the steps above. Then, connect

the system to your preferred recovery solution. (E.g., Acronis Recovery,
Advanced SystemCare, etc.) There might be some additional options,

depending on the recovery solution. Please refer to the product documentation
or contact the vendor. 2. Use the PC Advisor method to fix the problem. As

stated in the first action item, if using the PC Advisor method, you may have to
return to step 1.1, depending on the time that has passed since the problem
occurred. Please follow the advice in the tips box to reduce the problem. 3.
Connect the system to your preferred recovery solution. Depending on the

recovery solution, there might be some options for you to try. It is best to refer
to the product documentation to see if this can be done. Source:
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